
T H E  M I R A C L E

Who is Miraclesuit for? 
The Miraclesuit collection is designed to appeal to women of all ages and sizes— 
there is something for everyone and every body. When a woman wears her 
Miraclesuit, she feels confident and beautiful: a celebration of herself.

Design and inspiration
At Miraclesuit, we believe in curves. 
The Miraclesuit heritage of fit, form and function continues to be the basis of the 
collection. With an emphasis on beautiful prints and luxurious solids, Miraclesuit's 
updated silhouettes utilize innovative construction and design. A collection of 
coordinating cover-ups completes a woman’s destination wardrobe. 

What’s the Miracle?
Miraclesuit is the swimsuit that comfortably contours, shapes, slims and firms the 
body without constricting movement so a woman can spend more time relaxing and 
less time worrying about how she looks in a swimsuit. 
Miraclesuit begins with our unique and innovative fabric, Miratex®, which has over 
twice the amount of LYCRA® and three times the holding power than any other 
swimsuit. When a woman puts on a Miraclesuit, she appears 10 lbs. lighter in 10 
seconds®—the amount of time is takes her to slip it on.

F I T  T I P S

F I T  T I P S



G E N E R A L  T I P S

Choosing the right size
When purchasing a Miraclesuit for the first time, many customers order a swimsuit 
in their usual size for the most comfortable and slimming fit. Sizing up is suggested 
depending on your fit preference, if you are between sizes or if you prefer a less snug fit.

Getting into your swimsuit
Step into the leg openings and shimmy your swimsuit up, making sure to gather and 
pull from the bottom of the suit up (pulling from the top or straps will make this 
process much more cumbersome). Place the straps over your shoulders and adjust 
accordingly. It takes a few extra steps to get into a Miraclesuit, but once you’re in, 
you’ll appreciate the Miracle. 

Caring for your swimsuit
After each use, hand wash your Miraclesuit in cool, clear water and hang to dry.  
Do not use chlorine bleach. Do not iron or tumble dry. Following these instructions 
will help extend the lifespan of your swimsuit so you can enjoy it even longer.

Investing in a quality brand
Consider swimwear as an investment and an essential in your wardrobe. When buying 
a swimsuit, always choose a good quality product that will stand the test of time, 
performance and durability.

Torso Measure between 
the legs, over the apex 
of the breast and up to 
meet the other end of 
the measuring tape at 
the top of the shoulder.

H O W  T O  M E A S U R E

Bust Measure around 
the body, across the 
most protruding part of 
the breast (apex).

Waist Measure around 
the body at the narrowest 
part of the waist.

M I S S E S  S I Z E  G U I D E

SIZE 8 10 12 14 16 18

BUST 37" 38 1/2" 40" 41 1/2" 43" 44 1/2"

WAIST 28 1/2" 30" 31 1/2" 33" 34 1/2" 36"

HIPS 39 1/2" 41" 42 1/2" 44" 45 1/2" 47"

TORSO 61" 62 1/4" 63 1/2" 64 1/2" 66" 67 1/2"

Hips Measure around 
the body, across the 
hips and 4” below the 
navel.

If a suit doesn’t fit right, it won’t ever look or feel right!  
Always begin with the right size.

F I N D I N G  Y O U R  F I T

Underarm Check 
coverage. Cuts, bulges 
or riding up? Try a 
different style or larger 
size. Sagging or drooping? 
Try a smaller size.

Bra The breasts should 
fill out the bra. If there's 
gapping or lack of 
support, try a smaller 
size or a different style. 
The right suit will give 
support, separation and 
coverage.

Crotch Check 
coverage. Cuts, bulges 
or riding up? Try a 
different style or larger 
size. Sagging or drooping? 
Try a smaller size.

Derriere Check 
coverage. Cuts, bulges 
or riding up? Try a 
different style or larger 
size. Sagging or drooping? 
Try a smaller size.

Straps Can you fit your 
thumb comfortably 
under the strap? If you 
can’t, the suit is too 
small. If the straps slide 
off the shoulders or feel 
loose, try a smaller size 
or a different style.

Back Check coverage. 
Cuts, bulges or riding 
up? Try a different style  
or larger size. Sagging  
or drooping? Try a 
smaller size.

T H E  R E A L  T E S T  I S  T O  M O V E . . .
Lift arms, twist, bend, squat, jump up and down! Make sure  

the suit is where it’s supposed to be and still feels good. 


